Plasma leucine kinetics and urinary nitrogen excretion in intensively treated diabetes mellitus.
It is well known that inadequate insulin therapy stimulates body protein loss in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). It is less well known, however, that accelerated body protein loss (as indicated by increased leucine oxidation) occurs in IDDM even during conventional glycemic control. It is not known whether intensified insulin therapy fully normalizes protein oxidation or, more importantly, whether such therapy is sufficient to allow the adaptive decrease of protein oxidation that normally occurs when protein intake is restricted below the customary surfeit level. We used two measures of protein oxidation [daily urinary nitrogen (N) excretion over several days of intensive insulin therapy and plasma [1-13C]leucine oxidation during short-term strict euglycemia] to assess the response of 7 men with IDDM and 12 normal men after adaptation first to a control diet providing maintenance energy and conventional (surfeit) protein then to an isoenergetic protein-free diet. After adaptation to the protein-free diet and during short-term strict euglycemia achieved using intravenous insulin, leucine turnover and oxidation decreased equivalently in normal and diabetic subjects. However, daily urinary obligatory N excretion, which indicated the effect of the low-protein diet and intensive subcutaneous insulin therapy over several days, was increased by 18% in the diabetic group (P less than 0.05). Even mildly elevated average blood glucose values well within the guidelines for intensive therapy were strongly correlated with high rates of urinary N excretion (r = 0.97, P = 0.0002). Thus insulin therapy of IDDM that imposes strict euglycemia is compatible with a normal ability to diminish body protein oxidation in response to protein restriction.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)